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  Our latest #resimercial workspace project, 'The Kn    [image: Our latest #resimercial workspace project, 'The Knowledge Academy' has been featured in the April issue of @constructionweekproperty!📰  This workspace designed by @twentyone06 and fit out by us, blends residential comforts and high-end finishes with professional functionality - leading to a welcoming environment that boosts employee well-being and productivity.  Lighting: @lylux.group  Furniture: @chelseagreenuae  📍Read CW Property Middle East's latest issue filled with industry insights at https://zurl.co/HZMk]
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  📣 Great to receive such positive feedback! We r    [image: 📣 Great to receive such positive feedback! We recently completed the turnkey fit out for A-list fashion designer, Manish Malhotra's flagship boutique in Dubai Mall’s Fashion Avenue.  Natasha Abbas, Project Director of @north51.consulting had great things to say about her experience working with Havelock One on this high-profile project.  #manishmalhotra #manishmalhotraworld]
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  Explore the details of our latest adventure at Mar    [image: Explore the details of our latest adventure at Marassi Galleria! Our turnkey fit-out has transformed the Adventure Park into a haven of fun, where every corner promises a memorable family experience.  Climbing walls, trampolines, ninja parks and soft-play areas are complemented by vibrant street art, injecting even more colour into this dynamic space.  Link in bio for more details! ☝  #HavelockOne #ConsiderItDone]
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  It’s showtime for @reelcinemasbahrain !
We were   [image: It’s showtime for @reelcinemasbahrain ! We were selected to complete the turnkey fit out for the debut of the most luxurious cinema experience in Bahrain. We were delighted to partner with @emaarentertainment, @topnotch_eng consultant and @bluehausme  to bring this exceptional experience to movie-goers in the Kingdom. Reel Cinemas has brought never-before-seen experiences to the world by elevating its cinemas to the next level of operational excellence, technology innovation, luxurious amenities and the highest service standards. This brand vision aligns with that of Havelock One in delivering exceptional work through thoughtful precision, always ensuring the highest client satisfaction.  Check link in bio to read all about Reel from render to reality.  #fitoutinteriors #turnkeyfitout #entertainment #cinemas  #HavelockOne #consideritdone]
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  This #WorldWaterDay, we’ve once again partnered  [image: This #WorldWaterDay, we’ve once again partnered with @surgeforwater to bring safe water access to the 2.2 billion people who still lack this basic need.  The water crisis can only be solved when we work together.  🔗 To support bringing safe water to the world, you can donate via the link in our bio.  #WorldWaterDay2024 #SurgeForWater #CommunityDeveloper]
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  Fall in love with our newest design and build reta  [image: Fall in love with our newest design and build retail project— @mackenziechilds.ksa . Our in-house team had a lot of fun developing the checkerboard patterns and graphic home accessories that are synonymous with the world-famous brand. Home decor enthusiasts and designers have celebrated the artistry pattern of this brand— inspired by the pieces crafted by these Italian artisans, our KSA-based fit out team made the magic happen within the recently launched standalone store in Riyadh.  At Havelock One, we are proud to have delivered a comprehensive design and fit out scope on this project. Our turnkey approach ensured a seamless execution from initial design concepts to project management, supporting the client in minimising their involvement and ensuring a smooth delivery.  Read all about this design build project, link in bio.  #HavelockOne #MacKenzieChilds #Riyadh #HomeFurnishings #italian #designandbuild]
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  See inside Bahrain's largest aquarium, designed by    [image: See inside Bahrain's largest aquarium, designed by @facearchitects  Marassi Aquarium & Underwater Zoo is split into five distinct ecological zones - the Ocean Trench, Reef Zone, Rainforest, Lab of the Future and Jellyfish (Boom Room) - each tailored to engage, educate and delight visitors.  As the lead executor of this groundbreaking project, we played a crucial role in transforming the space from shell & core into an unparalleled aquatic experience.  See more about the project from the link on bio!  #edutainment #aquarium #efficientexecution #fitoutcontractor #entertainment #marassi #bahrain]
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  Welcome to the Adventure Park, a colourful kid’s  [image: Welcome to the Adventure Park, a colourful kid’s haven in the heart of Bahrain’s newest entertainment and shopping destination; @marassigalleria .  We thoroughly enjoyed bringing this funky street art concept to life. Our scope included interior civil, fit out, MEP works and decorative finishes for the interior attractions, including climbing walls, trampolines, ninja parks, soft play areas and more.  Link in bio. Take a look inside!  #HavelockOne #ConsiderItDone  #interiors #interiordetails #adventure #customwoodworking #fitout #fitoutcompany #fitoutcontractor #fitoutinteriors #turnkeyfitout #entertainment #interiorcontracting #interiorfitout #fitoutindustry #marassigalleria]
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  Immerse yourself in Bahrain’s newest attraction;  [image: Immerse yourself in Bahrain’s newest attraction; Marassi Aquarium and Underwater Zoo.  Showcased within a new lifestyle and shopping destination, @marassigalleria , this unique edutainment zone is the first of its kind in the Kingdom, featuring 360,000 litres of water and over 200 fish species. Havelock One played a crucial role in transforming the space from a shell & core to an attraction that now holds 45 aquatic exhibits, ticketing counters, point of sale displays, a 'Lab of the Future,' Tree Top Café, and several back-of-the-house zones.  Project link in bio for the journey undertaken to achieve this unparalleled aquatic experience.   #HavelockOne #ConsiderItDone  #interiors #interiordetails #woodworks #customwoodworking #fitout #fitoutcompany #fitoutcontractor #fitoutinteriors #turnkeyfitout #manufacturing #interiorcontracting #interiorfitout #fitoutindustry]
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